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When the ugly subject of drug addiction is raised, the first reaction of 
many people is turn away or to blame the addict. Vista Bay Drug 
Rehab has long recognized that addicts are people too and their 
actions hurt not only themselves, but their family. That's why the staff 
of this world class facility find it so rewarding to be involved in the 
process of healing when a family comes together to intervene in the 
downward spiral of a son, daughter, parent or spouse. Vista Bay has 
enjoyed a long tradition of successful family intervention in addiction 
treatment, an accomplishment marked by the many stories from Bay 
area families who have regained a lost member, that are being told 
through letters, e-mail and on video. 

February, 2010 - Family is the constant that everyone should be able 
to count on. When a family member loses their way, becoming caught 
in the net of drug or alcohol addiction, Narconon Vista Bay Rehab is 
the addiction treatment facility of choice for family members who care 
enough to take action. While the holistic program at Vista Bay Drug 
Rehab differs radically from most clinical addiction recovery programs, 
the staff and their ability to reach out to the family of patients is one 
of the key reasons that vista bay graduates succeed where so many 
others fail. Testimonial from G.G., a father whose addict son was 



spiraling out of control is typical of what family members say of the 
program: 

“Living at home after his third state rehab stay things went from bad 
to worse. Our son began to steal money from family and friends. He 
would pawn expensive household things to support his habit. His 
cocaine habit had torn our family apart and the decision was made, I 
would take my own son to jail. I was forcibly placing him in the car 
when my wife came to me with what she called, the answer. She had 
contacted a man named Francisco at a place named Narconon. I told 
her it was just another 28 day rip off, but today I am glad she insisted. 
My son is still at Narconon, not as a patient, but helping others with 
their problems. ” 

Other testimonials from families in the Bay area community, including 
those beginning to show up as a video 

on YouTube, are common. They reflect the fact that Vista Bay offers an 
extremely effective addiction treatment program (often succeeding 
where others have failed multiple times) and that the staff and family 
interaction, whether through intervention, treatment or follow-up after 
graduation, is both valuable and recognized within the community. 

Nestled among some of the most scenic and restful locations in 
America, including Lake Tahoe, Placerville and Santa Cruz, vista bay 
drug rehab offers holistic programs to effectively combat addictions of 
all description. Narconon's programs are unique and have been 
developed over the course of 40 years. Vista Bay Rehab offers all 
natural, holistic treatment, therapeutic training routines and welcomes 
the involvement of family members in intervention scenarios. The 
success of this approach over traditional clinics that rely on 12 step 
programs has won Narconon worldwide respect for its dedication to 
helping individuals overcome their addictions and bring families back 
together. 
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